CHAPTER 2

Project Description
2.1 Introduction
The Rose Bowl Operating Company (RBOC) is considering entering into a proposed
License Agreement (the Agreement) with an event operator, Anschutz Entertainment
Group (AEG or Festival operator) to host a 3-day Arroyo Seco Music and Arts Festival
(the Festival) on an annual basis at the Rose Bowl Stadium complex and portions of the
Brookside Golf Course. The Agreement would extend over 10 years, with two 5-year
renewal options.
The annual Festival would occur over 3 days (Friday through Sunday), likely in June,
with a capacity of up to 93,000 daily attendees, including approximately 3,400
employees to support the Festival. The first year of the Festival would be a 2-day
weekend event (Saturday and Sunday) with a capacity of 75,000 attendees. The annual
Festival is anticipated to include up to four music stages; a theatre performance stage;
art displays; one or two carnival rides, such as a carousel; concession stands for sales
of merchandise, food, and drink; and cultural programming that is representative of
Pasadena and the local environs. Stages would be erected in various locations, which
may change from year to year, including inside the Rose Bowl Stadium and on the
Brookside Golf Course, with amplified sound occurring at each stage. Area H could
house a stage as an optional location in future years; however, the maximum number of
music stages would never exceed four. In the first year, Area H would be used only for
parking.
The Arroyo Seco Music and Arts Festival Project (proposed Project) would require
amending the Pasadena Municipal Code (PMC), Chapter 3.32, Arroyo Seco Public
Lands Ordinance, to increase the number of displacement events from 12 to 15 per year
without further approval of the Pasadena City Council and to increase the allowed uses
of the Brookside Golf Course to include displacement events and amplified sound (the
Amendment) 1. Each day of the Festival would count as one displacement event.
Accordingly, a 3-day Festival would use 3 of the 15 displacement events that would be
allowed if the proposed Amendment is approved. The proposed Amendment would
memorialize the current practice of allowing events beyond golf and parking to occur on
the Brookside Golf Course.
1 A displacement event is one that is projected to have more than 20,000 attendees.
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The proposed Project consists of the Agreement and the annual Festival permitted by
that Agreement, as well as the Amendment and all other required approvals.

2.2 Project Location and Surrounding Uses
As shown in Figure 2-1, the City of Pasadena (City) is approximately 10 miles northeast
of downtown Los Angeles in the County of Los Angeles. Regional access to Pasadena is
provided by State Route (SR) 134, Interstate-210 (I-210), SR 110, and Interstate-710 (I710). Located at 1001 Rose Bowl Drive and 1133 Rosemont Avenue, the Project site,
which includes the Festival boundary, Brookside Golf Course, Rose Bowl parking areas,
and any areas used within the Central Arroyo Seco for the Festival, is just west of I-210
and north of SR-134. Local access to the Project site is provided from Rosemont
Avenue, Seco Street, Salvia Canyon Road, West Washington Drive, and Rose Bowl
Drive, as shown in Figure 2-2.
The Project site is located within Arroyo Seco Canyon in the western portion of the City.
The Arroyo Seco, a major tributary of the Los Angeles River, flows out of the San
Gabriel Mountains in the northwestern portion of Pasadena, through Arroyo Seco
Canyon, and ultimately to the Los Angeles River in downtown Los Angeles. As it flows
through Pasadena, the Arroyo Seco passes three major areas that comprise Arroyo
Seco Canyon: the Upper Arroyo Seco (Hahamongna Watershed Park); the Central
Arroyo Seco (the Rose Bowl and associated facilities); and the Lower Arroyo Seco.
Central Arroyo Seco, which contains the Project site, is generally bounded by the
Colorado Street Bridge to the south, Arroyo Boulevard and Arroyo Terrace to the east,
I-210 to the north/east, and Linda Vista Avenue to the west.
Single-family residential neighborhoods bound the Central Arroyo Seco to the east and
west of the Project site along the slopes of Arroyo Seco Canyon. The southeast portion
of the Central Arroyo Seco also contains the Chandler School along Seco Street and
some small areas developed with multi-family residential uses along Arroyo Terrace.
Other surrounding land uses in the Central Arroyo Seco include the Brookside Golf
Course and Clubhouse, the Recreation Loop, Brookside Park, Kidspace Children’s
Museum, the Rose Bowl Aquatic Center, the Rosemont Pavilion, the Jackie Robinson
baseball and softball diamonds, tennis courts, an amphitheater, recreation and
equestrian trails, multipurpose fields, and parks. The Central Arroyo comprises
approximately 409 acres and is the most developed and active section of Arroyo Seco
Canyon (City of Pasadena, 2003). Figure 2-3 shows the location of the Upper, Lower,
and Central Arroyo Seco.
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Figure 2-1
Regional Location
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Figure 2-2
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Figure 2-3
Arroyo Seco

2. Project Description

There are five off-site parking and shuttle locations that would be used for the proposed
Project: three are located in Pasadena, one in Arcadia, and another in Los Angeles (see
Figure 2-1). In Pasadena, the Parsons Pasadena building is 1.4 miles southeast of the
Rose Bowl, Pasadena City College (PCC) is 4 located miles to the southeast, and a
satellite PCC campus is located 5.5 miles to the east. The Santa Anita Park is located 9
miles to the southeast in the City of Arcadia. The University of Southern California (USC)
University Park Campus is 14 miles to the southwest in the City of Los Angeles.

2.3 Project Background
2.3.1

The Rose Bowl Operating Company and Existing
Lease Agreements

The Rose Bowl Stadium and the Brookside Golf Course and Clubhouse are managed by
RBOC, a California non-profit, public benefit corporation, founded in 1995 by an act of
the City Council. Board members are appointed by the City Council, the City Manager,
the Tournament of Roses, and the Chancellor of the University of California, Los
Angeles (UCLA). The purpose of the RBOC is to enhance the economic and civic value
of the Rose Bowl as a world-class stadium and the Brookside Golf Course as a
professional-quality course. The other areas of the Central Arroyo, including Area H and
Brookside Park, are managed directly by the City of Pasadena through its Public Works
Department.
Several groups, including the Tournament of Roses Association, University of California
Regents, R.C. Canning Enterprises (Flea Market), and Amateur Athletic Foundation
(Rose Bowl Aquatics Center), currently hold leases with the City of Pasadena or with the
RBOC, which acts as an agent for the City, to use the facilities in the Central Arroyo
Seco. The framework that defines the number of large events is the concept of
“displacement events.” These events have an attendance of 20,000 people or more.
Parking for this number of people “displaces” the normal recreation activities that occur
within the Central Arroyo.

2.3.2

Displacement Events

The PMC, Chapter 3.32, Arroyo Seco Public Lands Ordinance, states that displacement
events are allowed 12 times a year at the Arroyo Seco facilities annually without further
approval by City Council. Of the 12 displacement events currently allowed,
approximately seven are contractually reserved for the UCLA football games and up to
two are contractually reserved to the Tournament of Roses for post-season collegiate
games, including the Rose Bowl Game and the College Football Playoff. The
displacement events occur primarily on the weekends, although concerts, football playoff
games, and soccer events are often held during the week.
Section 3.32.275 of the PMC describes the temporary increase in displacement events
and conditions that would apply should National Football League (NFL) events be
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approved by City Council. As described therein, displacement of recreational programs
and accessibility to the Arroyo Seco facilities shall only be allowed for a maximum of 13
NFL events over a 12-month period. These events could only occur within a 5-year
period that would begin the date of the first NFL event. The events authorized in Section
3.32.275 would not commence unless the City Council approved an agreement to allow
a NFL team to temporarily play its home games at the Rose Bowl.

2.4 Existing Project-Related Facilities and Uses
The portion of the Project site located within Central Arroyo Seco is in an area
characterized by recreational land uses, both active and passive. The Rose Bowl
Stadium (1001 Rose Bowl Drive), Brookside Golf Course and Clubhouse (1133
Rosemont Avenue), and Brookside Park (360 North Arroyo Boulevard) comprise the
Central Arroyo Seco. Each of these existing facilities is described further in the following
pages.

2.4.1

Rose Bowl Stadium

The Rose Bowl Stadium (Stadium) was completed in 1923 with an original seating
capacity of 57,000 patrons. The Stadium has since undergone several renovations
throughout the years to increase seating capacity. Originally increased to 76,000 seats
and subsequently to approximately 106,000 seats, the Stadium has since decreased
seating capacity to approximately 93,000 seats. In January 2011, the Stadium began its
largest renovation project to date. The renovations improved tunnel ingress/egress and
concourse circulation; increased the number of concession stands and restrooms; added
field lighting; and provided a new state of the art press box with premium seating, a new
scoreboard, and a video board. The renovations, when complete, will reduce the seating
capacity to approximately 88,000 and are anticipated to be complete in 2017.2 The Rose
Bowl Stadium became a National Historic Landmark in 1987. The Rose Bowl was noted
for retaining the majority of its defining features, including the marquee, the elliptical
shape of the stadium, the scoreboard housing, and the Arroyo River rock, walls, tunnels,
and bridges over the south end drive tunnels. The Stadium is also within the Pasadena
Arroyo Parks and Recreation District, which is loosely defined as the central and lower
Arroyo and is listed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) for its cultural
landscape, to which the Rose Bowl Stadium and Brookside Golf Course and Clubhouse
are contributors. The Rose Bowl Stadium is used throughout the year for sporting events
and concerts as well as on the Fourth of July for a fireworks display.

Parking to Support Stadium-Related Displacement Events
During displacement events at the Rose Bowl, parking is currently provided on adjacent,
paved surface parking lots to the east, west, and south of the Stadium and at Brookside
2

Renovations and upgrades to the Rose Bowl Stadium are the subject of a separate environmental
review.
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Golf Course to the north. The paved lots to the east are Lots B and D, and the paved lots
to the west are Lots F, K, and M. Lots I and J are located south of the Stadium just south
of Seco Street. Area H, located southeast of the Stadium, is a multi-use turf lot that is
used primarily for recreational activities (soccer, kite flying, etc.), but is also used for
parking to support Rose Bowl displacement events. The fairways of two 18-hole golf
courses that comprise the Brookside Golf Course, which is located north of the Stadium,
are also divided into 10 lots that are used as parking for major displacement events. For
this proposed Project, two of those lots (Lots 1A and 5) would be entirely used and a
portion of Lot K would be used for the Festival. Additionally, parking is provided in
Brookside Park located just east of Lot I. Parking shuttles are also provided for patrons
that park in select locations in Old Pasadena.

2.4.2

Brookside Golf Course and Clubhouse

First opened in 1928, the Brookside Golf Course and Clubhouse is a 36-hole complex
designed by famed golf architect William P. Bell. Owned by the City of Pasadena,
Brookside Golf Course features two 18-hole tracks: the C.W. Koiner Course, a par 72
course, and the E.O. Nay Course, a par 70 course. The Clubhouse is approximately
18,000 square feet (sf) and contains a full-service restaurant, lounge, banquet facilities,
meeting rooms, and a golf shop. The golf course attracts approximately 800,000 visitors
each year, making it one of the busiest courses in the country. In addition to golf, the golf
course turf areas are used as additional parking spaces during Rose Bowl displacement
events, as needed. Further, the grounds are also used for wedding ceremonies and
receptions, corporate events, car shows, alumni events, parties and celebrations, and
golf tournaments. The Clubhouse also contains a restaurant and a golf shop that are
open to the public daily.

2.4.3

Brookside Park

Brookside Park is a regional draw for pick-up soccer games, formal soccer leagues, and
tournaments; softball leagues and tournaments; tennis matches; a meeting place for
running and sports groups; and family and group picnics. Approximately 115,000
individuals use the park annually (ULI, 2012). Brookside Park contains the Rose Bowl
Aquatics Center, Jackie Robinson Baseball Stadium, two softball fields, five tennis
courts, the Kidspace Children’s Museum, the Rosemont Pavilion, group picnic facilities,
and other park-related elements. In addition, there are several pedestrian and equestrian
trails that traverse Brookside Park and the Central Arroyo, which connect to the Upper
and Lower Arroyo and surrounding neighborhoods.

2.4.4

Land Use and Zoning

Under the City of Pasadena’s General Plan Land Use Element and Municipal Code, the
Rose Bowl Stadium and surrounding uses are designated as Open Space. This
designation allows for a variety of active and passive public recreational facilities and for
City-owned open space facilities. As a public/semipublic recreational use, the Rose Bowl
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Stadium is a conditionally permitted use under Title 17 (Land Use Regulations) of the
Municipal Code. The residential neighborhoods surrounding the Central Arroyo Seco are
primarily zoned single-family residential and many are within a hillside development
district.

2.4.5

Off-Site Parking Locations

There are five off-site parking and shuttle locations that would be used for the proposed
Project: three are located in Pasadena, one in Arcadia, and another in Los Angeles. The
Parsons Pasadena building is 1.4 miles southeast of the Rose Bowl in immediate
proximity to I-210 and is located in proximity to commercial and office use buildings.
Pasadena City College (PCC) is 4 miles to the southeast and covers approximately
1 square mile. Residential uses are located adjacent to PCC to the east and south, and
commercial and community support uses are located to the west and north. A satellite
PCC campus is located 5.5 miles to the east and is adjacent to residential uses to the
west, north, and east, with commercial uses to the south. The Santa Anita Park is
located 9 miles to the southeast in Arcadia, and is located at a major commercial mall;
surrounding land uses include the Los Angeles County Arboretum and Botanical
Gardens to the north, the Santa Anita Golf Course to the east, and adjacent residential
uses surrounding each side of the park. The USC University Park Campus is 14 miles to
the southwest and is surrounded by commercial uses and on-site student housing.

2.5 Project Objectives
Section 15124(b) of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines (CEQA
Guidelines) requires a project description to include a statement of the objectives of a
project that address the underlying purpose. The proposed Project’s specific objectives
are to:
(1) Recognize that the long-term physical viability of the historic Rose Bowl Stadium
depends heavily on securing its financial future, so that there is an adequate
source of funds separate from City funds and Brookside Golf Course revenue for
regular and necessary upkeep, maintenance, and improvements to the
Stadium. This immediate need is particularly driven by the changing extra-largevenue scene in the Southern California area, with competition for users of the
Rose Bowl coming from locations such as the newly renovated Dodger’s
Stadium, the soon-to-be renovated Los Angeles Coliseum, the proposed NFL
stadium(s) (Inglewood, Carson, downtown Los Angeles), the recently renovated
Forum, and other similar sites.
(2) Allow for the Arroyo Seco Music and Art Festival (the Festival) to occur and to be
held annually in the spring/summer in the City of Pasadena at the Project site on
a long-term basis.
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(3) Enhance the reputation and prestige of the City of Pasadena as a center for the
performing arts and continue the Rose Bowl’s reputation for hosting world-class
special events.
(4) Allow the City of Pasadena and local businesses to realize the substantial
economic benefits provided by the Arroyo Seco Music and Arts Festival on a
long-term, annual basis.
(5) Provide a location with ambience that is suitable for a major music and arts
festival by ensuring an outdoor setting of ample space with several stages to
allow for multiple performances over multiple days.
(6) Capitalize on regional transportation systems and shuttles from remote parking
locations to reduce Festival traffic in the vicinity of the Project site to the extent
feasible.

2.6 Description of Project Characteristics
2.6.1

Overview

Festival
The proposed Project includes an annual 3-day music and arts festival that would occur
on a the Project site, which, as shown in Figure 2-4, delineated with a yellow line,
includes the Rose Bowl Stadium, Brookside Golf Course, Brookside Park, Area H, the
Rose Bowl parking lots, and other areas within the Central Arroyo Seco. Within the
Project site is the Operations Perimeter, which, as shown in Figure 2-5, delineated with
a red line, includes the Rose Bowl Stadium, portions of the Brookside Golf Course, Area
H, and portions of the Rose Bowl parking lots. The Festival venue, delineated with a blue
line in both figures, is within the Operations Perimeter and is comprised of the Rose
Bowl Stadium, portions of the Brookside Golf Course, and Area H. The annual Festival
would occur over 3 days (Friday through Sunday), likely in June, with a capacity of up to
93,000 daily attendees, including approximately 3,400 employees. The first year of the
Festival would be a 2-day weekend event (Saturday and Sunday) with a capacity of
75,000 attendees.
The Festival would include outdoor and indoor (tented) entertainment areas with up to
four main music stages. It is anticipated that one musical stage would be erected within
the Rose Bowl Stadium and three musical stages would be erected on the Brookside
Golf Course, as shown in Figure 2-5. While Area H would be used for parking in the first
year of the Festival, in subsequent years Area H could house a musical stage. However,
the maximum number of musical stages would never exceed four.
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One additional stage could be added for theater events, which would accommodate
community-type performances with either lower levels of sound amplification (as
compared to the main four musical stages) or no sound amplification. While the location
of this stage has not yet been determined (and thus it is not depicted in Figure 2-5), it
would be located within the boundaries of the Festival (also referred to as the Operations
Perimeter).
The Operations Perimeter, as shown in Figure 2-5, would be consistent with areas
historically used by the RBOC for displacement events, to include the Rose Bowl
Stadium, Brookside Golf Course, Area H, and the Rose Bowl parking lots.
Food and beverage concession stands, including five food courts and a beverage
garden that would highlight local restaurants, chefs, breweries, wineries, and farmers
markets, would be placed throughout the Festival site. Eleven existing Rose Bowl
Stadium concessions stands would also be in use. Art exhibits highlighting local and
international art would be placed throughout the Festival grounds. One or two iconic
carnival rides, such as a carousel, could also be provided. In addition, merchandise
sales areas, one main boutique and several satellite boutique locations, and lounge/VIP
areas would be placed throughout the Festival area.
During the Festival, and similar to other displacement events, recreational activities
within Central Arroyo Seco, including golfing, use of the Recreation Loop, swimming,
tennis, training, team sports, and horseback riding, which take place on a daily basis,
would be temporarily affected. During event days, all recreation activities within
Brookside Golf Course and Clubhouse; the Recreation Loop; and activities within
Brookside Park, including the Rose Bowl Aquatics Center, Jackie Robinson Baseball
Stadium, two softball fields, five tennis courts, the Kidspace Children’s Museum, the
Rosemont Pavilion, group picnic facilities, as well as other park-related elements would
be closed to the public.
A trail commonly used by equestrians traverses the Festival site north of Lot L (refer to
Figure 3.9-1 in Section 3.9, “Recreation”), across the Arroyo Seco Channel, through Lot
F, on the south side of the Rose Bowl Stadium, and west of Lots B and D. The trail
crosses Rosemont Avenue north of Washington Avenue and follows the outer edge of
Brookside Golf Course north to the Devil’s Gate Dam. There are two rest areas for
equestrians in the Central Arroyo: (1) on the west side north of Salvia Canyon there is a
hitching rail and (2) near the Brookside Clubhouse there is a fenced area with hitching
rails and water. A tack area is provided for riders to store their bridles while they frequent
the restaurant and facilities at the clubhouse. This equestrian trail, as well as the
Brookside Clubhouse Tack Area, would be displaced by the proposed Project, as they
are during existing displacement events. However, during the proposed Festival this trail
would be rerouted along West Drive to Seco Street where it would then head south
along its current route, south of the Rose Bowl. The equestrian trail connection east of
the Rose Bowl Stadium would be inaccessible during the three days of the Festival, for
safety and security reasons.
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In addition, approximately nine holes of the C.W. Koiner golf course (Course No. 1)
closest to the Stadium (parking areas 1 and 6) would be closed during the 2 weeks of
setup and the 1 week of breakdown. The remaining nine holes of golf would be available
at all times for recreational activities during the 2 weeks prior to the event days and 1
week post-event during breakdown.
The Festival site would open at 10:00 a.m. on Friday and at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday and
Sunday, and the performances are not anticipated to start until about 12:00 p.m. all 3
days of the Festival. Performances would begin shortly thereafter. The main stage
(Stage A) would host up to 4 acts per day, while the remaining three musical stages
would each host from 4 to 12 acts per day. Performances on stages may overlap
throughout the day. All amplified musical performances would end by 11:00 p.m. on
each event day. Patrons of the Festival would be required to vacate the Festival site by
12:00 a.m.
The proposed Project would not include any permanent physical changes to the Rose
Bowl Stadium, the Brookside Golf Course, Brookside Park, or any of the surrounding
areas or off-site parking locations. It would not increase or decrease the seating
available at the Stadium or associated parking. It would not include any grounddisturbing or excavation activities, any interior or exterior renovation to the Rose Bowl
Stadium, or any new permanent structures on the Project site. No tailgating or
recreational vehicle (RV)/overnight camping for attendees is proposed (although up to
10 employees would stay on-site overnight, as described in more detail later).

Amendment
Sections 3.32.250 through 3.32.380 of the PMC address the use and operation of the
Rose Bowl. The proposed Project includes amending the PMC, Chapter 3.32, Arroyo
Seco Public Lands Ordinance, to increase the number of times displacement events can
occur from 12 to 15 in one year without requiring further approval of the City Council
(currently defined in Chapter 3.32.270). The Amendment would specify that the
proposed Festival could not occur in the same calendar year as any NFL regular season
game if the City were to reach an agreement with the NFL to play at the Rose Bowl
Stadium.3 Thus, either the 13 regular season NFL games or the 3-day Festival, but not
both, could occur in any given calendar year.4

3

4

In 2012, the City of Pasadena prepared an EIR to consider impacts of amending the PMC, Chapter 3.32,
Arroyo Seco Public Lands Ordinance, to allow an NFL team to temporarily use the Rose Bowl Stadium.
The NFL EIR was certified and a Statement of Overriding Considerations was adopted by the City
Council on November 19, 2012. Code amendments paving the way for potential NFL use of the Rose
Bowl were also adopted in November of 2012. The EIR and Statement of Overriding Considerations
were subsequently challenged in a CEQA lawsuit, in which the City prevailed on all counts at the trial
court level. Petitioners appealed the trial court ruling. On May 28, 2015, the Court of Appeal issued its
decision affirming in full the trial court judgment in the City’s favor. That decision is now final and the
lawsuit is concluded in its entirety.
While the 13 regular season NFL games and the 3-day Festival could not occur in the same year, postseason NFL games do not fall within the 13 regular season NFL games and thus could occur in the same
year as a Festival event.
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In addition, the proposed Project would also include amending the allowable uses on the
Brookside Golf Course to reflect past practices. Chapter 3.32.460 defines the allowable
uses on the Brookside Golf Course to include golf and club house uses and parking. The
Amendment would allow uses of the Brookside Golf Course to include displacement
events and amplified sound, which would align it with the current practice of allowing
events beyond golf and parking to occur. Currently, events such as wedding ceremonies
and receptions; corporate events; car shows; alumni events; parties and celebrations;
and golf tournaments with amplified sound and bands occur on the Brookside Golf
Course.

Agreement
In order for the RBOC to continue to plan for the future viability and long-term financial
health of the Rose Bowl facility and surrounding areas, the RBOC has determined that a
fourth partner for the Stadium is needed for a reoccurring event that would fit RBOC's
goal from a programming, cultural, and economic standpoint. The three existing tenants
include the Tournament of Roses, UCLA, and the Flea Market. RBOC staff identified the
potential partner as AEG to promote a multi-day, consecutive-year music and arts
festival.
Approval of the Festival, including the ability to hold the Festival annually, would be
provided via approval of a License Agreement (the Agreement) between the RBOC and
the Project operator. The Agreement would extend over 10 years, with two 5-year
renewal options. While the details of the Festival may vary slightly from year to year
throughout the duration of the Agreement, this Environmental Impact Report (EIR) would
consider a maximum Project site, as shown in Figure 2-4, which includes the Rose Bowl
Stadium, Brookside Golf Course, Brookside Park, Area H, the Rose Bowl parking lots,
and other areas within the Central Arroyo Seco, and a 121-acre Festival site (Operations
Perimeter), as shown in Figure 2-5, and includes the Rose Bowl Stadium, portions of the
Brookside Golf Course, Area H, and portions of the Rose Bowl parking lots. The 90-acre
area is currently used by the RBOC for parking for other displacement events, such as
spectator sporting events (e.g., UCLA home football games and international soccer
matches) and music concerts.

2.6.2

Festival Characteristics

Attendance
The annual Festival would have a maximum attendance of approximately 89,600
patrons per day. The first year of the Festival would have a maximum daily attendance
of 75,000. In addition, a staff of approximately 3,400 would be employed to support the
Festival, distributed over the setup, Festival days, and breakdown. All of the 3,400
employees associated with the music festival arriving by vehicle would park at PCC,
except for the 750 band-associated employees during the Festival, which would park at
the Rose Bowl within the Festival boundaries.
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Stages
As shown in Figure 2-5, up to four musical stages are proposed as a part of the Festival.
These stages would be used for amplified musical performances throughout the 3-day
festival. Each stage would be equipped with sound systems, lighting systems, viewing
screens, generators, and control panels. Stage effects could include the use of
pyrotechnics and other effects such as smoke machines. Details of each potential stage
are as follows:


Stage A (Main Stage). Located within the Rose Bowl Stadium in the infield on
the south side facing north, this stage would have a footprint of approximately
12,600 sf. Stage A would provide for a 65,000 capacity, including a 12,000person standing area, based on a front of house size of approximately 31,800 sf,
and back of house size of approximately 40,000 sf.
The main stage could potentially be moved to Area H after the first Festival year
if the Festival operator determines necessary based on attendee response,
which would have a standing capacity of 75,000.



Stage B. Located on Brookside Golf Course, west of the Rose Bowl Stadium,
this northeast-facing stage would have a footprint of approximately 6,400 sf.
Stage B would allow for a 17,000-person standing area of approximately 85,000
sf.



Stage C. Located in the northwest corner of the Project site, this south-facing
stage would have a footprint of approximately 2,000 sf. Stage C would provide
for a 15,000-person standing area of approximately 75,000 sf.



Stage D. Located directly north of the Stadium, this north-facing stage would be
enclosed in a tent and would have a footprint of approximately 4,000 sf. The tent
structure would have a footprint of approximately 40,344 sf with a height of
approximately 38 feet. Stage D would provide an 8,000-person standing area of
approximately 40,000 sf.



Theatrical Stage. In addition to the maximum of four amplified musical stages, a
smaller stage, ideal for community and smaller acts such as comedy
performances, could be located within the Project site. This stage would be
suited to much lower-volume performances. The location of this stage is not
known at this time; however, it would most likely be in the northwest portion of
the Festival site.

There would be amplified sound at Stages A through D. Delay towers, similar to those
shown in Figure 2-6, would be setup for stages A and B, as well as at the optional Stage
A location (Lot H), should it be moved outside of the Stadium in subsequent years. Each
delay tower would be about 28.5 feet in height and would be used in conjunction with the
stage main public address (PA) speaker system (located at the front of the stage) to
project the sound to the audience areas that are located in extended areas away from
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the stage. Use of the delay speaker towers allows the reinforced sound to be more
localized, thereby reducing the overall noise levels to off-site locations while maintaining
sufficient audio levels onsite. Additionally, the delay speaker towers would be controlled
to reduce the sound level output when the extended audience area is not filled.
Speaker system plans for each of the four stages would rely upon temporary, touring
sound systems to project sound from the stage (front of house) and multi “delay”
speakers’ towers located in the vicinity of the stage, the following assumptions were
used:


Main Stage A. The sound system for this stage would likely consist of: 1) Two
main line-array speakers (with 16 speakers each) and two sideline speaker
columns (with 6 speakers each) to be located at the stage serving the Front of
House (FOH); and 2) Six “delay” speaker towers placed at a further distance
from the stage footprint serving the far end of the audience area. Each tower
would include a line-array with 6 speakers each for a total of 36 speakers. If the
Main Stage A is relocated to Area H in subsequent years, the speaker system
would be the same except it would include nine delay towers.



Stages B and D. The sound systems for each of these two stages would likely
consist of: 1) Two main line-arrays (with 8 speakers each) mounted at the stage
serving the Front of House (FOH); and 2) Stage D would include one small low
output “delay” cluster supported from the tent roof.



Stage C. The sound system for this stage would likely consist of: 1) Two main
line-arrays (with 12 speakers each) mounted at the stage serving the Front of
House (FOH); and 2) Three “delay” speaker towers, with each tower carrying a
line-array with 6 speakers each for a total of 18 speakers.

Staging areas for staff and performers are expected to be located at the north of the
Festival site. Approximately 10 modular trailers would be brought in for production
needs. These vary from 40 feet to 60 feet long and 8 feet wide. One would typically be
placed at each stage and two to three would typically be placed in the production
compound. The trailers would also be used as dressing rooms for the artists.
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Example of Delay Tower Speaker System

Example of Oil Derrik Light Tower

Example of Main Stage Setup
SOURCE: ESA, 2015
NOTE: These figures are representative of typical festival
operations features and may not be the exact equipment
used at the Arroyo Seco Music and Arts Festival.
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Tented/Covered Structures
The following Festival facilities would be provided in tent structures throughout the
Project site:


Food and Beverage Concessions. An estimated five food courts and beverage
concession stands would be provided outside of the Rose Bowl Stadium on the
Festival site. These facilities would be located in tents approximately 100 to 200
sf in size and 8 to 20 feet in height. There are currently 11 permanent
concessions stands within the Rose Bowl Stadium that would be available for
use during the Festival. At each of the five proposed concession areas, excluding
the 11 permanent concessions at the Rose Bowl, wooden picnic bench seating
and associated shade structures would be provided. Each picnic bench would be
approximately 6 feet long and would seat between six to eight people.



Merchandise and General Ancillary Facilities. One boutique merchandise tent
and five satellite tents (including lost and found, general information, etc.) would
be provided throughout the Festival site and would range from 100 sf to 1,600 sf
in size and 8 feet in height. Eight to ten sponsor tents ranging in size from 400 sf
to 1,600 sf in size are also proposed.



Medical/First Aid Stations. Two medical/first-aid stations would be located on
the Project site in tents approximately 400 sf in size. These stations would be
within the main portions of the Festival site that are easily accessible to the
attendees and to the emergency exit.



Lounge/VIP Area. A lounge and VIP area would be provided northwest of Area
H. There would be one 5,400-sf shade structure/lounge provided for VIP guests
to eat and/or relax near concessions facilities. Depending on the number of
attendees, additional VIP areas could potentially be located within the Pavilion or
the Stadium’s locker rooms.

The apex of all the proposed tents, except the stage tent for Stage D, which would be
approximately 38 feet tall, would be approximately 15 feet in height. All tents would
consist of subtle earth tone colors to blend into the surrounding area.

Restroom Facilities
As shown in Table 2-1, restroom facilities within the Rose Bowl stadium include 33
buildings (453 units) for males and 34 buildings (477 units) for females. All restroom
facilities would be available for use by attendees during the Festival, unless they are
reserved for Festival performers.
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Table 2-1
Existing Rose Bowl Stadium Restroom Facilities
Area within Stadium

Male

Female

Concourse

21 buildings (375 units)

22 buildings (402 units)

Pavilion

12 buildings (78 units)

12 buildings (75 units)

Total

33 buildings (453 units)

34 buildings (477 units)

Source: RBOC, 2015.

In addition to facilities within the Stadium, 400 portable restroom facilities would be
provided throughout the Festival site, as shown in Figure 2-5.

Lighting and Signage
Lighting would be temporarily installed throughout the Festival area for entertainment
purposes, public safety, art displays, special effects, event cleanup, and after-hours
preparation for the next event day. Lighting would be located throughout the Festival
area, similar to those shown in Figure 2-6, including outside of the Project site in the
project area. Lighting would be provided through a combination of existing light fixtures
within and surrounding the Rose Bowl Stadium and temporary light towers brought onsite by the Festival operator. In addition, outdoor/nighttime illumination would include the
use of site lighting and festoon (string bulbs) lighting. In addition to light towers, the
Project would include temporary art installations, some of which may be mobile. These
mobile art pieces could travel around the Project site and may have lighting as part of
the installation. The mobile art installations would stay active only during the Festival
operating hours.
Power to the light towers would be provided through a combination of solar power and
generator (diesel) power. Illumination levels for the solar light towers provide 86,000
lumens per mast (each mast carries four lights and each tower is double-masted). The
solar light towers would be strategically placed in consideration of noise levels. Diesel
light towers provide 440,000 lumens per mast (four lights on each tower). Each tower
would be from 8 feet to 20 feet in height. Lights within the Festival site would be shielded
to direct light onto the site itself and would minimize light outside of the Festival area.
There will be no spotlights directed into the night sky.
Lighting for each of the stages would be a combination of lighting from large screens on
either side of the stage, mobile light towers, and special effect lighting such as strobes,
lasers, and other mobile lights. Stage lighting could also include the use of pyrotechnics,
such as fire and low-level fireworks (such as large sparklers). Vertical fireworks would
not be used at the stages on the Brookside Golf Course, but could be used during
musical performances at the main stage in the Rose Bowl Stadium, as they are during
current Rose Bowl Stadium events, and in Lot H, if the main stage is moved to that area.
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Other lighting would include light towers throughout the parking areas and Festival site
boundaries, decoration lighting for concession and merchandise areas, potential lighting
from art installations, general security lighting, and booth/tent lighting. Directional and
information signage would be provided outside the Festival and would consist of lighting
for portable variable message boards (VMS), light towers (solar and diesel), and
permanent existing lighting on streets. All lighting would be directed into the interior of
the Project site, and away from offsite areas, including residences and open space
areas.
Site preparation would occur after the end of each day’s events, including cleanup of
trash, immediately following each event date. This would require lighting to remain active
after the Festival has closed. To accommodate these lighting needs, the Festival
operator would turn off all tall light towers once the Festival attendees have vacated the
site and would retain smaller localized lighting to illuminate the cleanup areas. Cleanup
activities would generally take 2 to 4 hours.

Waste Management
A waste management program would be in place throughout the Festival area, with
separate disposal cans for recycled goods and solid waste. Trash cans would also be in
place in parking areas around the Rose Bowl, parking areas, and Brookside Golf
Course. During Festival setup, staff would pre-stage the area with trash receptacles,
recycled containers, and yard bins so that during the Festival there are designated areas
for patrons to dispose of their garbage. Throughout each event day, waste cleanup
would occur within the Project site, parking areas, and surrounding streets. Specifically,
45 to 65 dedicated staff would clean the following areas outside of the Festival footprint:
all golf course parking lots, all paved parking lots (Lots K, F, B, D, and I), softball
diamonds 1 and 2 and Brookside Park, and surrounding streets, including Seco Street,
North Arroyo Boulevard, Rose Bowl Drive, Washington Street, etc. Further, 10 to 20 staff
members would be dedicated to clean and maintain any restroom or portable restroom
area outside the festival footprint. Within the Festival footprint, approximately 150 to 200
staff would clean the area, which would consist of cleaning bathrooms, regular garbage
collection, recycling, and other general upkeep tasks.
At the conclusion of each Festival day, approximately 60 to 100 staff members would
clean the Stadium and Festival site to ensure the site is ready for the next day’s events
and to clear the garbage receptacles and recycling containers. The surrounding streets
would be swept by the Department of Public Services with a street sweeper and
employees would pick up trash using a trolley. Solid waste would be disposed of
throughout the day at on-site dumpsters. These dumpsters would be emptied two or
three times a day and trash would be hauled off-site. Several days after the event is
complete, the staff would be reduced to fewer numbers but would still be on-site while
any breakdown is taking place to make sure trash is not generated from any tear down
processes.
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Fencing
Temporary fencing would be installed around the Operations Perimeter, delineating both
the larger Festival site, which includes parking areas and backstage production areas,
and the smaller Festival venue area, which includes the stages and areas that would be
accessible to the public during operation of the Festival. Interior fencing, which would
delineate the Festival venue, would consist of an 8-feet-high chain link fence. Exterior
perimeter fencing would use a combination of the existing Rose Bowl fencing and 6-feet
panels on a water-filled K rail barricade, up to a maximum height of 10 feet. The waterfilled K-rail barricades would use recycled water and the water would be disposed of on
grassy areas, so the water would not be wasted. The existing fence enclosing the Rose
Bowl consists of a 10-feet ornamental iron fence and surrounding the golf course a 2feet rock wall with 6 feet of chain link fence. In addition, the Arroyo Seco channel would
be fenced for the length of the Operations Perimeter and through the Project site,
including the parking areas.

Security
Security and law enforcement would be on-site throughout the Festival. Pasadena Police
Department (PPD) would also provide law enforcement both within the Project site and
throughout the larger project vicinity. Approximately 1,500 private security personnel
would provide security services during the Festival. Security would be located
specifically in the parking lots and along walking paths, at the entrances (search and
scanning), and inside the Festival. Security inside the Festival includes security around
the locations where alcohol is sold, backstage security, security for performers, and
overall Festival security. A Security Plan would be prepared prior to the Festival, which
would be reviewed and approved by PPD.

Access and Parking
Traffic and parking would be managed on- and off-site through traffic control, the
Pasadena Police Department (PPD), and security oversight. A detailed logistical Traffic
Management Plan, which would also address event parking, would be prepared prior to
the event, which would be reviewed and approved by the City of Pasadena
Transportation Department and PDD.

Access
Primary access to the Rose Bowl Stadium is provided by Rosemont Avenue, Seco
Street, Salvia Canyon Road, West Washington Drive, and Rose Bowl Drive. Vehicles
accessing the Project site would enter the area by traveling on one of these
thoroughfares. To prevent traffic backups, parking and traffic staff would simultaneously
fill lots on the north and south end of the Rose Bowl. Vehicles would be butterflied (split
to the right and left) inside the lots and parking staff would concurrently park multiple
lanes to increase vehicle throughput off of the public streets. Event security would be
dispersed throughout local neighborhoods and access ways to ensure that there is no
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parking on local streets, and that all people entering the area have proper Festival
identification.
Patrons’ exiting vehicles would be directed along designated routes to access the
Festival venue. As shown in Figure 2-5, there would be two primary entrances to the
Festival venue: one to the north of the Stadium near Stage C that would allow access
from golf course parking areas, and another entrance to the south of the Stadium, south
of Stages A and B.

Parking
An estimated 89,600 attendees including 3,400 employees (for a total of 93,000), would
require parking accommodations for up to 29,289 vehicles. Parking would be provided
both at the Rose Bowl/Brookside Golf Course and at five off-site parking locations.
Between all parking locations, total parking supply is 30,279, which exceeds demand by
990, allowing for sufficient Festival parking. Detailed breakdown of parking between onand off-site locations is provided below.
On-Site Parking

As shown in Figure 2-4, on-site parking areas would be located in Rose Bowl parking
lots B, D, F, M, H, I, J (east and west), and K, as well as Brookside Park softball
diamonds 2 and 3, and all golf course areas that are not designated for Festival use
(e.g., stages). Area H would be used for parking in the first Festival year but could
potentially be used for other Festival uses, including a stage, in later years. Table 2-2,
shows the amount of on-site parking that would be available during the Festival.
The proposed Festival layout allows for 18,694 on-site parking spaces for an event with
75,000 daily attendees (with use of Area H for parking) and 16,444 on-site parking
spaces for an event with 89,600 daily attendees (without the use of Area H for parking),
as shown in Table 2-2. Thus, a sold-out event with an attendance of 75,000 or 93,000
would require off-site parking.
Parking, carpool, or transit commitments would be selected during the ticket purchasing
process. Therefore, a ticketholder must make parking arrangements prior to the event,
which would reduce the need for day-of event parking decisions. A ticket sales threshold
for parking at the Rose Bowl Stadium would be employed, and once the ticket sales
threshold is reached, all ticket buyers would be required to park at specific off-site
locations and use the shuttle service to the Festival. No day-of parking would be
provided, and no fees would be collected for parking during the event, which would
reduce the amount of time it takes to direct people to parking areas. Festival attendees
would also be encouraged to use transit options as described further below.
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Table 2-2
Available On-Site Parking
Parking Capacity
Year 1 with Area H Used for
Parking (75,000 Attendees)

Subsequent Years
without Area H Used for
Parking (89,6000
Attendees)

15,822

15,820

Paved and Southern Rose Bowl
Stadium Parking Spaces

8,995

8,995

Total Stadium Parking

24,817

24,817

Festival Reduction (spaces lost)

-6,123

-8,373

Total On-Site Parking

18,694

16,444

Location
Brookside Golf Course (North of
Rose Bowl)

Source: RBOC and AEG, 2015.

Off-Site Parking

Off-site parking areas would also be used to meet the demands of the event, and a
shuttle service would be used to provide service from the off-site parking locations to the
Rose Bowl. As shown in Table 2-3, a total of 13,835 off-site parking spaces would be
available for attendees of the Festival. As a part of the proposed Project, off-site parking
would be provided by the Festival operator at a total of five locations, three of which are
located in the city of Pasadena:
 Parsons Pasadena. 100 West Walnut Street, Pasadena CA 91104
 Pasadena City College (PCC) Main Campus. 1570 East Colorado Boulevard,
Pasadena CA 91106
 PCC East Campus.3035 East Foothill Boulevard, Pasadena CA 91107
 Santa Anita Park. 285 West Huntington Drive, Arcadia CA 91006
 University of Southern California (USC) University Park Campus. 3401/3434
South Grand Street, Los Angeles CA 90007
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Table 2-3
Available Off-Site Parking

Location/Direction from Rose Bowl
Parsons Pasadena Building (1.4 miles southeast)

Parking Supply
2,5001

Pasadena City College (4 miles southeast)

2,600

PCC – East Pasadena (5.5 miles east)

7652

Santa Anita Park (9 miles southeast)

6,470

University of Southern California (USC) University Park
Campus Parking (14 miles southwest)

1,500

Total Off-Site Parking

13,835

Source: RBOC and AEG, 2015.
1

After 2019, the parking spaces available at the Parson’s Building would increase to 3,700 vehicles following
completion of construction, due to the provisions present in the development agreement for that project.
However, only 3,000 parking spaces would be available on the Friday of the Festival event because 700 spaces
would be reserved for use by office building staff and patrons.

2

The East Pasadena location is comprised of two lots; paved lots consisting of 535 parking spaces, and a Cityowned dirt lot that consists of 230 parking spaces.

All of these parking locations are located in developed urban areas that currently provide
parking both on a daily basis and periodically for larger events. Existing parking lighting
at each location would be used, and potentially some mobile lighting brought in for the
shuttle entrance locations. Any temporary lighting brought in would be consistent with
the applicable agency requirements for security night lighting.

Shuttle Service
Shuttle service would provide access to the Project site from the five off-site parking
locations. Each of the shuttle locations would include a remote ticket check-in in a 10foot by 20-feet tent, signage, bicycle racks, security coverage, and traffic management.
Shuttles, likely in the form of large tour busses, would continually shuttle individuals to
and from the Festival site.

Transit Options
Festival attendees would also be encouraged to use transit options such as those
provided by Metrolink, the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Agency (MTA),
Foothill Transit, Metro Gold Line, transportation network companies (such as Uber
and/or Lyft), and taxis. Pasadena contains six Metro Gold Line stations that are also
connected to the larger service area through Union Station. The closest stop to the
Project site is the Memorial Park station, which is less than half a mile walk to the
Parsons Building, where shuttle service to the Festival site would be provided.
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In addition to shuttle service from USC, which is one of the off-site parking locations,
Festival attendees can use public transportation to access the Festival site from USC.
Attendees would be able to use the Metro Expo line from three metro stops (Exposition
Boulevard/Trousdale, Exposition Boulevard/Vermont Boulevard, and Flower
Street/Jefferson Boulevard) at USC, which would take them to Union Station. At Union
Station they would transfer to the Metro Gold Line, which provides access to the Gold
Line Memorial Park Station in Old Pasadena, which (as described previously) provides
access to the Parsons Building, where shuttle service would be provided to the Festival
site.
The RBOC and the Festival operator would also provide incentives to individuals who
choose to use shuttles and other rideshare programs. Carpooling incentives may range
from VIP upgrades, merchandise, and food vouchers to lifetime VIP passes for the
Festival.

Tailgating/Camping
No tailgating would be permitted in the parking areas. Roaming security, PPD, and
parking staff would enforce this rule. No overnight camping of any type would be
permitted within the Arroyo Seco or anywhere at the Festival site for the general public.
Up to 10 staff would be housed in temporary RV trailers at the Festival site for the
duration of the event for logistical and security reasons. They would be housed in trailers
that would be located in the staff and production parking lot north of Stage C. Permits to
allow overnight camping by Festival staff would be obtained upon Project approval.

Traffic Management
A detailed Traffic Management Plan would be prepared for the proposed Project on an
annual basis, which would be submitted to the City of Pasadena Transportation
Department for review and approval. This plan would include, but would not necessarily
be limited to, providing information about traffic management procedures, road closures,
detours, parking signage, shuttle routes, neighborhood notification processes, and
staffing requirements.

Festival Setup and Breakdown
Setup of the Festival site would begin no more than 2 weeks before the Festival. These
activities would include, but are not necessarily limited to: stage setup, delivery of
production offices, delivery and setup of portable structures, delivery of RV trailers, and
installation of temporary fences, barricades, and signs. Approximately 1,000 truck trips
associated with Festival setup and breakdown would occur at the Project site.
Approximately 500 of these trips would occur during Festival setup, approximately 80
trips during the Festival event, and approximately 420 trips would occur during
breakdown of the Festival. The City of Pasadena has an adopted truck route that is used
for other ongoing events that would also be used during setup and breakdown of the
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Festival, as shown in Figure 2-7. Arrivals and departures of trucks during both setup and
breakdown would be limited to between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m., with the
majority of the truck trips occurring between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
Additionally, setup and breakdown activities would primarily occur during daylight hours,
requiring minimal lighting, aside from downcast security lighting during nighttime hours, if
any. Signage announcing the upcoming event would also be strategically placed on
freeway off-ramps as well as on city streets.
During Festival setup, 20 to 30 staff personnel would be required to pre-clean the site,
which would include pre-staging the area with trash receptacles, recycle containers, and
yard bins, so that on event days there are areas for patrons to dispose of their garbage.
It is anticipated that the only time that Arroyo Seco recreation activities (e.g., Rose Bowl
Recreation Loop, Brookside Park, Kidspace Children’s Museum, Rose Bowl Aquatic
Center) would be displaced is during the up to 3 Festival days. During the 2 weeks of
setup and the 1 week of breakdown, the majority of the Project site would remain open
for recreational uses consistent with current conditions; however, the Festival site, which
includes the Rose Bowl Stadium, nine holes of the Brookside Golf Course, and portions
of the parking lots surrounding the Rose Bowl Stadium (Lot M and parts of Lot F and K),
would be inaccessible to recreation users. Area H would also be closed in year 2 and
subsequent years when a stage could be placed in this location. Area H would then be
fenced and closed for stage setup, installation of portable restrooms, other needs during
the two weeks of Festival setup and the one week of Festival breakdown. In addition, the
portion of the Arroyo Seco Trail that traverses the Festival site south of the Stadium
would be closed during the two weeks of Festival setup and breakdown.
The Recreation Loop, western and eastern sides of the Arroyo Seco Trail, the remaining
portions of Brookside Golf Course, and Brookside Park would remain open to recreation
use consistent with normal use. However, as part of the Festival site preparation,
approximately 9 holes of the Brookside Golf Course closest to the Rose Bowl Stadium
would be closed during the 2 weeks of setup and 1 week of breakdown. The remaining
course would be available at all times for recreational activities during the 2 weeks prior
to the event days.
Sound checks and lighting checks would be prohibited until 2 days prior to the start of
the Festival. Consistent with the City’s Noise Ordinance, the sound check hours would
be limited to the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Breakdown of the Festival would commence on the Monday following the last day of the
Festival. The majority of all temporary structures, fencing, and signage would be
removed from the Festival site and other locations over no longer than a 7-day period
after the conclusion of the event. Similar to Festival setup, approximately 473 trucks trips
would remove Festival materials during the breakdown. Any temporary damage to the
Festival site caused by the wear and tear experienced at a typical displacement event
(such as re-sodding of turf areas) would occur during this time.
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Vehicles Over 6000 Pounds Permitted
North

SOURCE: City of Pasadena, 1996
NOTE: These figures are representative of typical
festival operations features and may not be the exact
equipment used at the Arroyo Seco Music and Arts
Festival
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Operations and Schedule
The Festival would be held in spring/summer, most likely in June on the same
reoccurring weekend of each year, likely beginning in 2016. During the first year, the
Festival would be a 2-day (Saturday and Sunday) event with the potential for years
thereafter to be a 3-day event, consisting of Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. During
Festival days, it is anticipated that the general admission parking lots at the Festival site
would open at 10:00 a.m. on Friday and at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday and Sunday, and the
gates to the performance areas would open at 12:00 p.m. on all days of the Festival.
Performances would begin shortly thereafter. The main stage (Stage B) would host up to
four acts per day, while the remaining three musical stages would each host from 4 to 12
acts per day. Performances on stages may overlap throughout the day. All musical
performances and Festival activities would end by 11:00 p.m. on each event day.
Patrons of the Festival would be required to vacate the Festival site by 12:00 a.m.
After-hours site activities would include cleanup of trash, immediately following each
event day. This would require lighting to remain active after the Festival has closed. To
accommodate these lighting needs, the Festival operator would turn off all tall light
towers once the Festival attendees have vacated the site and would retain smaller
localized type lighting that would be necessary during cleanup. Cleanup activities would
generally take 2 to 4 hours.
Electrical needs for the Festival would be primarily met through the use of mobile
generators. It is estimated that 25 generators would need to be used for the Festival.
Generator noise levels would vary from 58 dBA at 50 feet for those powering lighting to
68 dBA at 50 feet for those powering performance areas.

Festival Operations Plan
A Festival Operations Plan (FOP) would be prepared by the Festival operator as
required by the proposed Agreement. The FOP would be submitted annually to the
RBOC/City for review and approval prior to the commencement of the Festival. The
Agreement would require the Festival operator to submit refinements to the FOP and the
Site Plan annually to the RBOC for review and approval. The specific content of each
FOP may change over time to provide flexibility in the planning of the Festival, to allow
for improvements in operations, and to reflect changes in technology, as currently occurs
each year with regard to displacement events. The FOP would be prepared by the
Festival operator and would be required to supplement the existing overall Stadium
Operations Plan provided by Rose Bowl Stadium. The FOP would enhance the Stadium
Operations Plan by including, but would not be limited to, the following component parts:


Private Security Operations Plan



Traffic Management Plan



Waste Management Plan



Sound Management Plan
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Neighborhood Management and Communication Plan



Facilities Maintenance Plan

In addition to these Plans submitted as part of the overall FOP, the Pasadena Fire
Department (PFD) and PPD would prepare and/or update the following Plans for public
safety services to be provided by the City:


PPD Operations Plan



Emergency Operations Plan



Rose Bowl Emergency Plan

The purpose and general contents of each of these Plans is briefly described below:

Private Security Operations Plan
The Festival operator, in coordination with the PPD, would prepare a Private Security
Operations Plan that would identify the supplemental services to be provided by the PPD
and the private security companies provided by the Festival operator. The plan would
provide a comprehensive operational strategy that would include security companies
contracted, areas of responsibility, local communities and business security, and
individual security company deployments. The proposed Festival would anticipate daily
attendance of up to a maximum of 89,600 attendees, which would require private
security staffing (including traffic deployment) of approximately 800 security staff (AEG,
2015). In addition to private security staff, the PPD would contract services out to several
neighboring public agencies during the Festival event, including the Irvine Police
Department, Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department, and the Los Angeles
Department of Transportation. Using contract staff would enable the PPD to maintain
normal services ratios for police protection services throughout other portions of
Pasadena during the Festival. All equipment, including but not limited to police
motorcycles, cars, jail vans, police helicopters, and radios, would be provided by the
PPD as a part of its personnel deployment.

Traffic Management Plan
The Traffic Management Plan would include provisions for access/egress routes to
parking areas, directional signage along these routes (including both fixed signage on
surface streets and changeable message signs on surface streets and the adjacent
freeways), parking management measures, temporary street closures in the immediate
vicinity of the Festival site, and additional intersection traffic control measures, including
use of traffic control personnel to direct traffic and temporary reconfiguration of
intersection layouts at certain locations.
The Traffic Management Plan identifies the primary routes of travel to ensure efficient
traffic flow leading to the Festival site, which is a similar process for all Rose Bowl
displacement events. This plan would designate the travel routes for entry and exit,
signage placed along these routes, special traffic management procedures (such as use
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of traffic control personnel to direct traffic at key intersections), and parking
management. The staffing levels and locations of law enforcement officers, security
personnel, traffic personnel, and parking personnel to assist with the control of the
roadways is also identified in the plan.

Waste Management Plan
The Waste Management Plan would identify the location of waste and recycling
containers and policies for minimizing waste and increasing recycling awareness during
the Festival. A handout or poster describing the goals of the California Department of
Fish and Wildlife’s Keep Me Wild campaign would be disturbed to vendors and/or posted
at the Festival and within parking areas. Information regarding wildlife encounters
(particularly coyote, deer, mountain lion, and bear) would be included.

Sound Management Plan
The Sound Management Plan would be prepared by the Festival operator on an annual
basis, and would serve several key functions. It would document final stage layout
speaker systems and supporting quantified noise analyses that confirm the sound levels
associated with each stage (and comprehensively over the entire Festival) would be
within the allowable noise limits as defined by the PMC and Noise Element of the
General Plan (85 dBA at the property line of the Rose Bowl). The Sound Management
Plan would also identify all the standard enforcement measures that would be in place
during each Festival in order to ensure that, in real time, sound restrictions are adhered
to. This would include but not be limited to noise monitors at the property line of the
Rose Bowl Stadium and in surrounding neighborhood locations, a “three strikes” policy
for noise violations, and a defined mechanism for gathering and responding to public
complaints during the Festival. Signage would be placed throughout the surrounding
neighborhoods requesting that concert patrons be quiet and respectful of surrounding
neighborhoods, and the Sound Management Plan would identify those locations.

Neighborhood Management and Communication Plan
As a part of the Project, a Neighborhood Management and Communication Plan would
be prepared in coordination with the RBOC. The RBOC has existing neighborhood
management and communication procedures in place that are implemented during a
displacement event. This plan will build upon those procedures and establish a protocol
for the annual Festival event. The Neighborhood Management portion of the plan would
identify streets and Arroyo Seco Facilities that would be closed during the Festival event.
This includes streets and facilities within the Central Arroyo and streets in the
surrounding neighborhoods. In addition, it would identify streets that, in most instances,
would be restricted as “no parking” areas, and streets that have personnel and
barricades limiting vehicular movement. Residents and guests who have authorized
parking permits would be granted access to the closed streets within the neighborhoods
surrounding the Rose Bowl. Emergency vehicles would have access to the closed
streets within the Central Arroyo and within the surrounding neighborhoods.
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The Communication portion of the plan would define the neighborhood management and
communication program for the Festival event. In coordination with standard RBOC
practice, this section of the plan would establish procedures for notifying nearby
residents, neighborhood associations, and interested parties about the street and Arroyo
Seco facility closures that would occur during the Festival event. Procedures for notifying
residents include, but are not limited to, posting notices around the Central Arroyo,
posting notices on the City of Pasadena website, and mailing out notices to neighbors
within 500 feet of the Central Arroyo, neighborhood associations, and interested parties.
In addition to this larger noticing, this section of the plan would describe how residents in
the immediate neighborhoods surrounding the Central Arroyo would receive a media
plan in advance of each event. The media plan would describe activities associated with
the Festival and informational meetings that be held for residents of the neighborhoods
located around the Project site. Contact would also be made by the Festival Operator
with residents to distribute resident access passes that will allow residents to access
their homes and closed streets during the Festival event, informational letters containing
information related to street and Arroyo Seco facility closures and the Festival event, and
points of contact for any problem which may occur during the Festival that could affect
nearby residents. In addition, a dedicated phone number shall be provided for neighbors
to communicate with event organizers throughout the Festival event. Each neighborhood
would be broken into a quadrant with staff assigned to manage traffic, operations, and
security. Residents within each quadrant would be able to communicate with the
operations staff to resolve any issues that may arise.

Facilities Maintenance Plan
The Facilities Maintenance Plan would be a pre- and post-event plan that would require
assessment of the overall condition of facilities at the Project site before and after each
annual Festival. Specific areas to be assessed would include, but would not necessarily
be limited to, turf areas on the Brookside Golf Course and Lot H, overall landscaping and
trees, the Rose Bowl Stadium, Brookside Clubhouse, parking areas, and other general
infrastructure within the heavily used areas of the Project site. This assessment would
include photo documentation and ensure no damage outside of the wear and tear
experienced at typical displacement events is experienced at the Rose Bowl facilities,
and if it is identified, specifically identified parties (i.e., the Festival operator or RBOC)
would be responsible for repair within established timelines. It would ensure that any
repairs needed to historical resources would be conducted in conformance with the
Secretary of Interior’s Standards. The Facilities Maintenance Plan would be reviewed by
RBOC after each year.

PPD Operations Plan
The PPD Operations Plan would be prepared by the PPD in coordination with the
Festival operator, who would prepare the Private Security Plan. The PPD’s Operations
Plan would describe the Festival and identify the supplemental services to be provided
by the PPD, including the number of law enforcement personnel to be provided.
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Emergency Operations Plan
The Festival operator would coordinate with PPD to prepare and implement an
Emergency Operations Plan that would address the potential risk and hazards that might
develop and to identify procedures to shift from normal operations to emergency
operations that would facilitate response to incidents. The plan would identify the
Incident Commander, most likely the Chief of Police or his designee, in coordination with
the PFD, who would determine the additional actions that need to be taken and
ultimately decide if the event would continue. The plan outlines the steps that would be
taken in the event of severe weather, earthquake, bomb threats, major criminal or
terrorist acts, fires, hazardous materials, mass casualty incidents, or aircraft incidents, as
well as an evacuation plan. As described above, the Festival would be staffed by a
combination of private security, PPD staff, and contract staff from neighboring public
agencies. Further, the Emergency Operations Plan would also include the Fire Safety
Plan, which would describe the fire inspection and protection services to be provided
during the proposed Festival. The Plan would also establish provisions for the use of offduty PFD personnel to provide fire protection services during the Festival, in order to
maintain normal service ratios throughout the rest of the city. The Plan would include the
roles and responsibilities of any private emergency medical service companies or
supplemental personnel that would be required during the Festival.

Rose Bowl Emergency Plan
In addition to the Emergency Operations Plan, identified above, the Rose Bowl
Emergency Plan (Plan) is an existing plan that would be used during the Festival event.
The Plan delineates the protocol for emergency response and serves as a contingency
plan to effectively respond to disaster at the Rose Bowl Stadium. In addition, the Plan
identifies the key responsibilities of various departments of the City of Pasadena and
describes the specific operations and functions of each department through a Unified
Command Center. The Plan includes the locations of police and fire command staging
areas, medical operations staging area, ambulance staging area, command post staging
area, and police/fire staging areas within the Stadium. Further, the Plan includes
information on emergency traffic management, including emergency access routes, and
establishes procedures for pre-evacuation, multiple casualty incidents, bomb threats,
and dam failure. The Senior Fire Official, Senior Police Official, the City Manager,
Stadium Manager, Tenant, and event sponsor/promoter would be required to maintain a
close relationship during an emergency response effort. Under most circumstances, the
evacuation of the Stadium should be a joint decision between the Stadium Manager, City
Manager, and highest ranking officials from both the police and fire agencies. However,
the final authority to evacuate or stop an event rests with the highest ranking Emergency
Services organization in command of the incident, typically the chief or deputy chief of
the emergency service organization (Unified Command) (City of Pasadena, 2013).
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2.7 Intended Use of This EIR, Responsible Agencies,
and Project Approvals
Consistent with Section 15065(b) of the CEQA Guidelines, the City of Pasadena is the
Lead Agency for the proposed Project. As such, the City would use this Draft EIR when
considering whether to approve or deny the Project. There are no other responsible or
trustee agencies associated with Project approval. Consistent with CEQA Guidelines
Sections 15124(d)(1)(C) and 15124(d)(1)(A), the City of Pasadena is the only agency
anticipated to use this Draft EIR in the decision-making and consultation process. No
approvals from other agencies are anticipated. The specific action that must be taken
prior to approving the proposed Project is:


EIR Certification. The Final EIR would be considered for certification by the City
of Pasadena City Council. The City Council and City commissions and other
bodies would use the Final EIR for all environmental decisions related to the
proposed Project.

As required by Section 15124(d)(1)(B) of the CEQA Guidelines, the following permits
and approvals from the City of Pasadena would be required for the proposed Project:



Municipal Code Amendment. Amendment to Pasadena Municipal Code
Chapter 3.32, “Arroyo Seco Public Lands,” to increase the number of times that
displacement events can occur in the Arroyo Seco without further approval of the
City Council from 12 to 15 and to change the allowed uses of the Brookside Golf
Course to include displacement events.



License Agreement. A license agreement with AEG to allow for the Rose Bowl
Arts and Music Festival (for a 10-year period with two 5-year extension options,
for a total of up to 20 years).



Municipal Code Exemption. Permit to allow an exemption to PMC Chapter
9.36, “Noise Restrictions.”



Festival Permits. Permits to operate the Festival would be issued by various
City of Pasadena departments, including a permit to allow fireworks; a permit to
allow overnight camping for Festival staff; a permit to allow temporary lighting on
multi-purpose fields; and all ministerial permits, including, but not limited, to
permits for construction of temporary structures, and food and beverage service.



Parking Permits. Permits may also be required by off-site parking providers.



Arroyo Seco Design Guidelines. Permit for the construction of temporary
structures, including the review of the Project’s compliance with the Arroyo Seco
Design Guidelines regarding architectural design concepts and temporary
lighting.
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